
Webzine Activity: Part 1 By Maria Popica

Out of Class In Class (Instructor) In Class (Students)

BeginHere.

Outside of class, students read four informative
texts and they annotate it to see the different
ways in which they can structure their own infor-
mative texts. (At this stage, the instructor can
also send helpful videos to prepare the students).

The instructor separates the students into groups of four

The students begin by generally discussing the
content of the texts they have read for the class
as well as the structure. They each take turns
synthesizing one of the texts.

Each student brings questions they prepared re-
lating to the texts and asks the group in order to
clarify anything they had trouble with as well as
to test the knowledge of their peers.

The instructor gives the instructions for the activity, assign-
ing them a text to write on any subject linked to their pro-
gram of study. The teacher also gives a brief review of the
structure of an informative text and hands out a text plan, a
to-do list, and a grading rubric.

In the computer lab, students write a plan for
their text, then they write the first version, revise
and correct it. This is submitted for commentary
and given back to them by the instructor.

In groups of two, the students read each others
texts and they correct it together, negotiating
any changes in the content and together they
try to understand the errors pointed out by the
instructor. The version at the end of this peer
review session is placed on Google docs.
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Webzine: Part 2 By Maria Popica

In Class (Instructor) In Class (Students) Out of Class

BeginHere.

The instructor shows examples of Webzines from
past years and shows them tutorials on how to
use Madmagz (a magazine producing template).
Students are then separated into groups of 3-4
based on their programs of study.

In the lab, the groups of students prepare their
webzine. They first discuss the content of each of
their individual sections.

Each student incorporates the group’s feedback
on their texts, making adjustments in order to
create a cohesive final product.

Students then write the editorial for the maga-
zine together to find the common thread between
each of their chosen subjects.

As a group they create the visual design, includ-
ing pictures and the cover page.

The instructor approves the final product before
they upload their Webzine

The groups publish their Webzine, upload the link to their
class forum, and then share it with a class in a high school.

Students complete an auto-evaluation and an
evaluation on the members of their first editing
partner and their webzine group partners

As a class, the students discuss the difficulties
they encountered in the activity and propose to
the instructor ways in which to improve it for the
next year.
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